Relationship Between Cervical, Thoracic and Lumbar Spinal Alignments in Automotive Seated Posture.
The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal alignments in one automotive occupant seated posture. An image data set of the spinal column in the automotive seated posture, previously acquired by an upright open Magnetic Resonance Imaging system, were reanalysed in this study. Spinal alignments were presented by the geometrical centres of the vertebral bodies extracted from the image data. Cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal alignments were analysed separately with Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS). Based on distribution maps of cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal alignments created by MDS, representative spinal alignment patterns of the cervical, thoracic and lumbar spines and the relationship between cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal alignments were investigated. As a result, this study found a correlation between cervical and thoracic spinal alignments in an automotive occupant seated posture. According to representative spinal alignment patterns illustrated by the distribution map of spinal alignments, subjects who had kyphotic cervical spinal alignment tended to have less kyphotic thoracic spinal alignment, while subjects who had lordotic cervical spinal alignment tended to have more kyphotic thoracic spinal alignment. For lumbar spinal alignments, no prominent relationship was found between cervical or thoracic spinal alignment in the seated condition of this study.